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Abstract — In view of much noise and low contrast and difficulty of segmenting froth in froth image of coal flotation, by a large 
number of experiments and simulations, this paper presents an improved algorithm to extract internal markers in watershed 
segmentation of coal flotation froth images. The improved algorithm is a fusion of particle swarm optimization algorithm and one-
dimensional histogram weighted fuzzy C -means clustering method in order to identify the internal markers of watershed 
segmentation exactly. By particle swarm optimization algorithm, image thresholds to binarize froth image were optimized by 
selecting 2-D maximum entropy as the fitness function based on gray level co-occurrence matrix. The simulation results proved the 
applicability and accuracy of improved method in internal marker extraction by comparing this method with other general of 
extracting marker method for watershed image segmentation.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The froth images of coal flotation were obtained by real-
time collection from industrial CCD camera and necessary 
sets which are installed at the top of flotation cell in the 
process of actual flotation production. Because the 
acquisition light sources are natural light and lamplight and 
there are much dusts from the scene of flotation, the 
contrast of obtained flotation froth image is low and the 
image edge is fuzzy, which shows that the gray histogram 
of coal flotation froth image are mainly in singlet without 
several sinuous peaks and troughs, and the distribution of 
pixel gray-scale is relatively concentrated. So the contrast 
of froth bubble and background is relatively low and it’s 
difficult to segregate and extract bubbles from the 
background. Besides, because of the difference of image 
acquisition equipment’s quality and channel disturbance 
produced in the process of acquisition and transmission of 
image, this results in a large number of noises in actually 
obtained froth image which would increase the difficulties 
of segmenting bubbles in froth image of coal flotation.  
In the process of coal flotation, the foam layer of flotation 

includes much feature information of reflecting flotation 
process and indexes, which have important functions for 
controlling flotation and predicting flotation state, etc. The 
features such as froth size have strong correlation with 
flotation index [1]. That is to say, the froth size in froth 
image of coal flotation can reflect the changes of flotation 
influencing parameters such as flotation reagent amounts 
and feeding concentration in the process of flotation, which 
is also an important reflection about flotation state. 

Therefore, by the forth size features in froth image of coal 
flotation, the flotation performance would be obtained and 
mastered to predict accurately about product’s ash content. 
So the accurate segmentation of coal flotation image is 
important especially to the ash content prediction of final 
products. 
A.   The Watershed Segmentation Algorithm of Image Based 
on Internal and external Markers   
  The specific algorithm of morphological watershed has 
been put forward by L. Vincent in the references [2] and [3], 
and the fast algorithm of morphological reconstruction has 
also been put forward in the references [4] and [5]. The 
main idea is that the gray-scale image is seen as 
hypothetical terrain surface or gradient image is regarded as 
imaginary terrain surface [6], and the pixel’s gray value or 
the gradient value of image is expressed as altitude of the 
point. Then the image is seen as a topological map that the 
high gray value and low gray value respectively correspond 
to mountain peak and valley. However, one minimum 
region must exist in each basin floor. If the minimum region 
is pierced, the water level begins to rise from these 
minimum points. As the water level rises, the water level 
from different watersheds rises constantly; water from other 
two near basins would connect across the ridge. In order to 
prevent the connection of these two basins, dam would be 
built at the top of ridge between these two basins and would 
be higher continually with the rise of water level. Finally, 
when the water level reaches at the top of the highest ridge, 
water would stop rising and the algorithm iteration 
terminated. A number of water basins surrounded by the 
dam are the final segmenting regions, and the dam is the 
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final segmented margin which would be called watershed or 
water parting. 
  Because the principle of watershed algorithm is simple 
and intuitive, it can parallel process and has fast calculation 
speed; moreover the closed and continuous boundary 
produced by watershed algorithm disposal can avoid 
complex connecting operation, but simultaneously many 
limits exist in it. Firstly, the watershed algorithm is 
sensitive to the noises in images and is easy to produce 
over-segmentation. According to the process of watershed 
algorithm, due to the difference of different background and 
some subtle varying textures of target, the images disposed 
by watershed are original gradient images with much noise, 
then there would be much more minimum points which 
appear in the gradient images and the amounts of local 
minimum are usually more than actual target objects, which 
produce many false contours and unnecessary minimum 
points in the segmenting images. At last it would cause 
serious over-segmentation which makes the results of 
segmentation meaningless [7, 8, 9, 10]. Secondly, the 
images of low contrast are easy to lose important margins. 
Under such circumstances, the pixel gradient value within 
the region and margin would be low and the important 
contours of targets would be lost easily. 

Due to the above defects of watershed image 
segmentation, the original image could not be easily 
segmented when the image has been watershed segmented. 
Therefore, the watershed image segmentation algorithm 
based on internal and external markers is mostly adopted on 
the basis of watershed image segmentation at present, and 
the main steps are: 1) Image pre-processing; 2) Calibrating 
the internal markers to the processed image; 3) Calibrated 
image’s external markers through the watershed based on 
internal markers; 4) Calibrating gradient image by setting 
minimum. In the step 4), according to the internal markers 
and external segment line of image extracted in the steps 2) 
and 3), the expected local minimum area is calibrated as 
compulsory local minimum of the original gradient image 
by using morphological minimum calibration technology 
[11]. And all original local minima of gradient image are 
shielded to modify the gradient image. The compulsory 
minimum technology retains the calibrated local minimum, 
but other pixel points of non-calibrated area are increased to 
a certain specific value according to some criteria, so the 
local minimum is decreased by some criteria and over-
segmentation area is decreased. Finally the image 
segmenting effect would be improved.  
B.   The General Extracting Algorithm of Internal Markers 
for Watershed Image Segmentation Based on Extending 
Maximum Transform Technology 
    The extraction of internal markers is the key of watershed 
image segmentation. Firstly, because the outer segment line 
of water segmentation is obtained by extracting the 
watershed ridge of the mark image which is obtained by 
transforming internal markers, so the internal markers are 
the basis of external segment line; Secondly, calibrating the 

morphology minimum for the gradient image is also in 
terms of the internal markers and external segment line. The 
accuracy of the final watershed segmentation is determined 
by both of them. 
     At present, the generally used extraction of internal 
markers is based on extended maximum transform 
technology whose theoretical foundation is extended-H-
maxima (minima) transform theory by Soille. The method 
is designed to eliminate the over-segmentation which is 
produced by the watershed segmentation. It controls 
segmenting mark points to eliminate false segmentation 
area and over-segmentation. The threshold H is set in 
extended-H-maxima (minima) transform. The area that the 
gray-scale depth of image and surrounding pixels is larger 
than threshold’s maximum (minimum) is marked as gauge 
point and its pixel value is changed to 1. The pixel values in 
the other regions are changed to 0. On this account 
relatively reasonable internal markers would be acquired. 
    During the extraction of markers, the parameter H will 
influence the efficiency of watershed segmentation. If H 
value is too large, the marker points will be lost and 
segmenting areas decrease which results in under-
segmentation of watershed segmentation; On the contrary, 
if H was too small, many unnecessary false marker points 
would increase. And too many marker points lead to over-
segmentation of watershed segmentation. There is no 
existing formula about selection of H at present, the 
parameter H should be gained through trial and error. 
C. Inadaptability of Using the General Algorithm 
Extraction of Extended Maximum Transform Technique to 
Internal Markers Extraction for Froth Image of Coal 
Flotation 
   The froth image of coal flotation gained from coal 
flotation production has its own specialty. First of all, the 
contrast of flotation froth foreground and coal slurry 
background is very low, that is, pixel gray-scale distribution 
is comparatively concentrated which makes the margin 
fuzzy; the bubbles of flotation image are dense and 
cohesive, and the margin is fuzzy, which makes it difficult 
to distinguish. Secondly, because the froth image is gotten 
under the environment of natural light and is influenced by 
the light, reflection and environment, etc. Its gray histogram 
is mostly showed as singlet without several sinuous peaks 
and troughs, which makes the light-point at the top of froth 
unclear. When the local maximum is extracted, these 
internal markers would be lost; especially because of the 
fuzzy froth margin, two or more connected froths would be 
difficult to distinguish and form a connected region. 
Although own light-spots could exist in every froth, only 
one internal marker could be extracted so that the internal 
markers would be lost when extracting the local maximum. 
The extraction of internal markers appear deviation which 
usually leads to under-segmentation based on marked 
watershed segmentation; On the contrary, the froth light-
spots increase because of reflection, and this will cause the 
over-segmentation because some bigger froths are 
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segmented in many areas. Therefore, for some froth image 
of coal flotation which has fuzzy margin and difficult to 
segment, there is no universal segmentation algorithm, 
because segmenting effect will vary from images.  
D.   The Paper’s Contributions of Extracting Algorithm of 
Internal Markers for Froth Image of Coal Flotation  
1) Paper presents a fusion algorithm of particle swarm 
optimization algorithm (PSO) and one-dimensional 
histogram weighted fuzzy C -means (WFCM) clustering 
method to identify the internal markers of watershed 
segmentation. Because the flotation froth layer is close to 
gray-scale value of ore pulp, the contrast of froth of 
flotation image and gray-scale of background is relatively 
low and the one-dimensional histogram (1-D) doesn’t have 
evident peaks and troughs. While two-dimensional (2-D) 
maximum entropy not only considers the gray-scale 
information of image pixel, but balances the related space 
information between pixel point and its neighbor pixel 
points. As evaluation criteria, 2-D maximum entropy would 
produce better image segmenting effect for various images. 
Therefore, selecting the local entropy of 2-D maximum 
entropy    as the fitness function, a pair of the most 
optimized 2-D thresholds vector ),( ts  was acquired after 

iterative search applying PSO for the froth gray-scale image 
of coal flotation after pre-processing of histogram 
equalization and filtering. Besides, because some bubbles of 
froth image gained in production has some obscure light-
spots or many connected bubbles appear one light-spot, or 
the reflection of light makes one bubble appear redundant 
light-spots, the extraction of internal markers appear 
deviation which results in under-segmentation or over-
segmentation based on marked watershed segmentation. So 
in this paper, the froth gray-scale image of coal flotation 
was clustering processed after pre-processing by WFCM. 
Local maximum areas of image were extracted after 
clustering adopting the method of extracting local 
maximum. 
2) Local maximum areas of image by PSO and WFCM 
clustering were processed by morphological erosion 
operation to make segmentation easily. 
3) The extracted markers in the steps 2) were made to 
iterative addition as the final internal markers of watershed 
segmentation. 
 

II. THE IMPROVED EXTRACTING ALGORITHM OF 
INTERNAL MARKERS FOR FROTH IMAGE OF COAL 

FLOTATION BASED ON A FUSION OF PSO AND 
WFCM CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 

 
A.   Binary Threshold Optimization of Froth Image of Coal 
Flotation Based on Particle Swarm Algorithm (PSO) 

PSO [12, 13] becomes one mature optimization 
algorithm based on iteration by studying on bird flock 
preying behavior. Its algorithm idea is searching the best 
optimization depending on the cooperation of individuals in 

groups and the sharing of social information. 
In PSO algorithm, birds are abstracted as particle (point) 

without mass and volume. Those are position 
vector ),,,( 21 ni xxxX  , and speed 

vector ),,( 21 ni vvvV  . The location of every particle in 

the position vector is D-dimensional. That 
is ),,,( 21 iDiii xxxx  . The particle’s speed vector is 

accordingly ),,,( 21 iDiii vvvv  . And the speed vector 

decides the particle’s direction and distance of flying. Each 
particle has one fitness value based on target function which 
is used as the judgment standard of particle’s quality. In 
addition, each particle understands its own best location 
which is expressed as pbest  and the best locations all 

particles in groups experienced and which is expressed 
as gbest . gbest  is the optimal value of pbest . The quality 

of particle is judged by one unified standard and that is 
fitness value. The particles update themselves and find the 
optimal solution of problem by chasing continuously of two 
extreme values pbest and gbest . 
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Where, Mi ,,2,1  , M  is the total amount of particles 

in the group. iv  is particle’s speed; pbest and gbest  are 

defined as before;   is named as inertia factor, k
ix  is 

current  particle’s location, 1c and 2c are learning factors; 

rand() is random number between 0 and 1. 
1)   Advantages of PSO to optimize the image binary 
threshold  

PSO is widely applied and makes great effects in the 
areas of function optimization, image processing, 
mechanical design, communication and robot path planning, 
etc. In the image segmentation, people has used random 
optimization algorithms such as inheritance, immune, etc, 
and made good processing effect [14, 15]. But comparing 
with above optimization algorithms, etc, PSO algorithm can 
code in real number directly. In the binary threshold 
selection of coal flotation froth image, because the chosen 
threshold itself is real number, it needn’t transform binary 
encoding during the process of iteration and is just suitable 
for PSO algorithm. Furthermore, PSO algorithm updates 
only by internal speed without complex crossover and 
mutation links. Besides, the parameters which need to set 
are less. PSO algorithm has fast convergence rate and the 
implementation process is simple and easy to do. Therefore, 
particle swarm algorithm, as the iterative algorithm of 
image binary threshold, has imponderable advantages. 
2)   The Fitness Function Choice of Binary Threshold 
Optimization Based on PSO 

In binarization of gray-scale image, the choice of 
threshold achieved by adapting 1-D gray-scale histogram 
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among the traditional choosing methods. That is, 1-D gray-
scale histogram has been made to find the lowest point 
between the bimodal. The point usually is chosen as the 
threshold of image segmentation. The principle of this 
method is that the two gray-scale mountain peaks are 
composed of foreground and background respectively. The 
valleys of these two mountain peaks are segmented so that 
the target and background can be segmented. But for froth 
image of coal flotation, due to the close between flotation 
froth layer and gray-scale value of ore pulp, the gray-scale 
contrast of froth and background in the flotation image is 
lower. The 1-D  histogram is filled with the whole gray-
scale number axes and evident peaks and valleys cannot be 
found, therefore this traditional method is not easy to obtain 
threshold. 

Besides, there are many ways to choose threshold of 
gray-scale image binary such as maximum between-cluster 
variance Otsu, minimum error threshold algorithm and 
maximum entropy method, etc. Maximum entropy method 
chooses threshold to make information entropy distributed 
of target and background achieve maximum. Maximum 
entropy method is classified as 1-D and 2-D maximum 
entropy method. 1-D maximum entropy method based on 
image’s gray-scale histogram only considers the statistical 
information of its own gray-scale, but it ignores other 
related information. Therefore, the threshold gained by this 
method doesn’t adapt with image segmentation of bigger 
noise. By the contrast, 2-D maximum entropy method not 
only utilizes the gray-scale information of image pixel point, 
but also considers sufficiently about related space 
information between pixel point and near region. It is 
suitable for various images, and then it will make better 
effects of image segmentation. 2-D maximum entropy 
method based on 2-dimensional gray-scale histogram, as 
target function, gains the threshold which makes good 
segmentation effect [16, 17, 18, 19]. 
(1) 2-D Histogram Based on Gray-level Co-occurrence 
Matrix 

The two-dimensional coordinate selection of 2-
dimensional histogram usually has two ways as follows: 
using the gray-scale of one certain point in image as 
abscissa and average grey-scale value in near regions or 
grey-scale value of near points from various directions as 
ordinate such as the neighboring point in left, right, up, or 
down side. But the information expressed by neighboring 
point in up and left direction is less specific and important 
than that in down and right direction [20]. The joint 
frequency of image gray-scale and gray-scale of right point 
can be as abscissa and ordinate of 2-D histogram.                                                                         

  The original image matrix is set as
NMyxfF  )],([ , 

),( yxf expresses as the gray-scale value of coordinate 

),( yx and NM   expresses as the size of image. So definite 

transfer matrix 
NMijnW  ][  as the 2-D histogram whose 

dimension is LL  . L is image’s gray-scale, ijn expresses 

the total gray log which satisfies the gray of current point i  
as well as the gray j of its right  

That can be expressed as follows: 
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The joint frequency is：   
 NMnp ijij  /                                         (5) 

As can be seen from the above expressed meaning, the 
meaning of 2-D histogram based on right neighboring point 
is absolutely consistent with the meaning of gray-level co-
occurrence matrix. Therefore, the gray-level co-occurrence 
matrix ),,,( djip  can be used directly to calculate 2-D 

histogram based on right neighboring point. 
(2) The image segmentation method based on 2-D 
maximum entropy method 

 The following figure (Fig.1) is 2-D histogram diagram 
where abscissa ),( yxf  is gray-scale value of pixel point 

),( yx and ordinate ),( yxg is gray-scale value of 

neighboring pixel point ),( yx in right direction. 

Vector ),( ts  is 2-D threshold of image segmentation. By 

these two thresholds, 2-D histogram matrix has been 
segmented to four regions which were A, B, C and D, 
which is illustrated as follows. The elements of quadrants A 
and C mean that the pixel gray value of original image has 
not much difference with the pixel gray value of its right 
neighboring region(under the contrast of the elements of 
quadrants B and D). The presented specialty can be used to 
describe the internal element property inside targets or that 
of background [21]. For general images, most pixel points 
should be fell in the target region and background region 
and focused on the diagonal of these two regions. While the 
element property of quadrants B and D is close to the 
property of edge and noise’s formation. The quadrants B 
and D are usually regarded as edge noise region [22].  

In the 2-D histogram matrix of image, threshold vector 
is ),( ts , so A, B, C and D region entropy can be gotten by 

the definition of 2-D entropy 
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   Where, L is gray-scale of image. The gray image here is 
8bits, so L  is 256.  
  The local entropy is:  

)()( CHAHH LE                                            (10) 

  The iteration process of PSO algorithm is a process of 
getting the optimal solution to solve problem by 
continuously iterating to search for the best fitness value, 
which determines that the choice of fitness function is the 
soul of PSO algorithm. Here the local 
entropy )()( CHAHH LE   is used as the judgment criteria 

of image binary threshold, and the optimal threshold is 
combination ),( ts  to make local entropy biggest. That 

is  )max(),( LEHArgts  .  

 

                                                                                           
Fig.1 The Two-dimensional Histogram 

Matrix of Image 

 
3)  Parameter Choice of PSO in the Binary Threshold 
Optimization of Flotation Froth Image 
(1) Population size M : Choosing 20M . 

(2) Dimension D of particle: Because of the optimization of 
image binary threshold, that is searching the threshold ),( ts  

to make 2-D entropy maximum, so 2D . 

(3) Maximum speed maxv : It reflects the accuracy of 

particle exploration which is resolution ratio between the 
current location and the best location. The maximum 

speed maxv : 4max v , that is speed range ]4,4[ . 

(4) Inertia factor : Linearly decreasing weight strategy 
has been used. That is 

iteriter  ]/)[( maxminmaxmax                        (11) 

Where max and min  are the maximum and minimum 

of  ; iter and maxiter are current iterative times and 

maximum iterative times respectively. 

Where 95.0max  ; 4.0min  . 

(5) Acceleration coefficient 1c and 2c : 1c and 2c are 

weights of adjusting particle to be close to pbest  

and gbest . Where 2,2 21  cc . 

(6) Termination condition of iteration: setting maximum 
iterative times 

maxiter  or pre-expected value to satisfy for 

optimal location of particle group etc. 
Where 50max iter  .Condition of iteration termination: 

Reaching maximum iterative times maxiter  or the fitness 

average value of two successive generations in group is less 
than or equal to 0.0001. 
4)   Optimization Result of Binary Threshold of Coal 
Flotation Froth Image Based on PSO 
   The froth image was chosen randomly which is gained by 
froth image collection system during the practical 
producing process in one certain coal preparation plant, and 
double threshold of gray image binary was optimized 
adopting particle swarm algorithm after the preprocessing. 
In optimizing process, image segmentation method of 2-D 
maximum entropy has been used and local 
entropy )()( CHAHH LE   as double threshold of fitness 

function. 
   The procedure of particle swarm algorithm has been 
operated 20 times about coal flotation image gained in the 
choosing production. The average number of iteration is 45 
and the average time used is 256.39s. Choosing one of the 
best fitness as optimal result, and the average number of 
iteration is 34 and the average time used is 177.94s. In this 
time, the functional relation between average fitness of each 
generation and the number of iteration is showed in Fig.2. 
Besides, the functional relation between the best fitness 
value of each generation and the number of iteration is 
showed in Fig.3. One pair of optimal threshold searched for 
is (89, 87). 
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Fig.2 Function Curve between Average Fitness Value and the Number of 

Iteration in PSO Algorithm 
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Fig.3 Function Curve between the Best Fitness Value and the Number of 

Iteration in PSO Algorithm 

 
B.   Froth Image Clustering of Coal Flotation Based on 
WFCM Clustering Algorithm 

Froth image of coal flotation is gained in the production 
of coal flotation. Because at the top of froth light point 
exists, the internal markers can be extracted by the light 
point at its top. But some light points of froth are not 
evident and when local maximum is extracted, these 
internal markers would be lost; especially because of 
blurred froth edge, two or more froths may form a 
connecting area and be difficult to distinguish. Although 
own light point may exist in each bubble, only one internal 
marker could be extracted when local maximum was 
extracted so that internal markers would be lost and the 
extraction of internal markers appeared deviation, which 
always led to under-segmentation for obscure margin based 
on marked watershed segmentation. Therefore, this paper 
adopts WFCM clustering algorithm to process froth images. 
In WFCM clustering algorithm, image pixels can be 
classified as three types such as froth vertex, froth surface 
and background, so pixels in bubbles are clearer than 
background pixels. Froth vertex pixels are extracted exactly. 
Fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm and other algorithm 
are combined to extract internal markers and these 
algorithms can be complementary in order to extract 
markers more correctly and completely and provide better 
conditions for extracting markers of subsequent watershed 
segmentation. 

Clustering analysis, a process based on certain rule and 
requirement to distinguish and classify things, includes 
general clustering analysis and fuzzy clustering analysis 
[23]. Fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering segmentation 
algorithm is attached to fuzzy clustering which is a data 
clustering method on optimizing fuzzy target function. Its 
mathematical foundation is fuzzy set theory [24] which 
divides the sample points of vector space to C subspace 
according to one certain distance measurement, and 
membership degree of data to clustering center is the result 
of clustering [25]. 

1)   General Algorithm Based on WFCM Clustering 
  The target function of weighted fuzzy C-means 

clustering is as follow: 
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optimal iterative formula to make the target function 
minimum is presented as follows: 
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2)   Image Clustering Algorithm Based on WFCM 

Image segmentation method of WFCM clustering 
incorporates space information distribution into standard 
fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm (FCM) to make image 
map from pixel space to gray histogram feature space. 
What’s more, it could accelerate the effective segmentation 
of image and spare time and reduce the complexity of 
operation. For arbitrary gray-scale image, the unspecified 
sample number is fixed because of the fixation of gray-scale 
and doesn’t increase with the increase of size. 

 In the image segmentation method of WFCM clustering, 
for 8bits gray image, no matter how image’s size changes, 
the amount of classified samples is only 0-255. The total 
number is 256. But by contrast, when FCM clustering 
algorithm is used to cluster, the gray of every pixel point is 
sample and its membership should be calculated. But when 
image size increases, corresponding sample number 
increases significantly so that it prolongs processing time 
and makes great influence on real-time property of image 
processing. 

The size of image is set as NM   and the frequency 
presented in every gray-level is: 
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Where, )(ln is frequency of pixel whose gray is l  in the 

image. L is gray-scale. NM   is the size of image, and it 

satisfies that 1)(
1

0






L

l

lH . Unspecified sample 

is  1,1,0  LX  , weighting coefficient is )(lHwi  . 

Now the new clustering target function is: 
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Corresponding
22)( iil cld  , which makes target 

function minimizes. So the iterative formula of one-
dimensional histogram weighted fuzzy C-means image 
clustering algorithm can be got: 

                                                                                       
                                                                                    (17) 
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3)   Simulation Result of Froth Image Clustering of Coal 
Flotation Based on WFCM Algorithm 
 1) Determine the number of clustering species c : for froth 
image gained in the coal flotation spot, the pixel size is 
256×256. Because froth image is generally classified as 
three types by gray such as gray of froth vertex, froth 
surface and background, so the number of clustering species 
is 3c . 

 2) Determine the initial value of clustering center 0C : 
selecting initial clustering center reasonably has great 
importance on clustering process. The general method is 
selecting c samples randomly as the initial clustering center, 
but which will make clustering result access to the overall 
optimal probability and not decrease the number of iteration. 

In a general sense, the area that samples are dense in 
more suitable clustering center may exist. Therefore, for the 
one-dimensional histogram weighted fuzzy C-means 
clustering algorithm of froth image of coal flotation, initial 

clustering center is























anmf

anmfmedian

anmf

C

)),(max(

)),((

)),(min(
0 . In order to 

avoid 0kjd , where a is 0-1random number generated in 

Matlab  procedure [26, 27]. 
3) Set 2m , 510 , the maximum of the number of 
iteration will be 100. 
 4) Calculate the membership matrix iU by the formula (17). 
5) Calculate the target function iJ by the formula (16). 

6) Update the clustering center )1( iC by the formula (18). 

7) If  ii JJ 1 , the iteration stops, the fuzzy partition 

matrix U and clustering center C will output; otherwise, 
let 1 ii , and go to step 4). 

Take the flotation froth image gained by CCD industrial 
camera in the production of one certain coal plant as an 
example to segment image by adopting WFCM algorithm. 
The original image can be seen in Fig.4. The result image 
after WFCM algorithm clustering is shown in Fig.5. 

 

 
Fig.4) Flotation Froth Image 

 

 
Fig.5 Flotation Froth Image after WFCM Treatment 

 

 III. RESULT OF FROTH IMAGE WATERSHED 
SEGMENTATION OF COAL FLOTATION BASED ON 

GENERAL ALGORITHM AND IMPROVED 
ALGORITHM 

 
In this experiment, the used images were gained by froth 

image collection system during the practical producing 
process in one certain coal preparation plant. The froth 
image collection system is made up of CCD industrial 
camera, computer, image collection card, optical cable, 
LED light source. The guide way with camera and light 
source is installed over the one certain flotation tank of coal 
flotation, and the real-time collection of froth image can be 
done. In the process of flotation production, different 
flotation conditions can be achieved by adjusting the dosage 
of added flotation medicament. For each flotation condition, 
selecting the froth image of coal flotation from the same 
flotation time as flotation samples under the several 
different flotation conditions, the camera of getting images 
is CCD monochrome camera with type MV-VS030FM-L. 
The image recording mode is 640×480 pixel and it is set in 
automatic acquisition mode to collect images every second 
and store images automatically.  

Three flotation froth images gained in the production 
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under three flotation froth images are chosen randomly. Its 
pixel size is 256×256. Three images are segmenting 
processed. Under the basis of MATLAB 7.0 programming 
platforms, language is programmed by MATLAB. After 
image pre-processing, internal markers were extracted by 
using general algorithm of extended maximum transform 
technique, improved algorithm based on fusion of PSO and 
one-dimensional histogram weighted WFCM. Then on this 
basis, distance images were gained after distance transform 
for internal markers; distance images are watershed 
transformed to extract watershed ridge line of marked 
image. This is the external segment line of flotation froth 
image. On the basis, the minimum point of gradient images 
are ensured by using mandatory minimum algorithm based 
on internal and external markers extracted, and the 
minimum of gradient images are mandatorily modified. 
Finally the modified gradient images are segmented by 

watershed algorithm to get final image segmented result. 
A.  Froth Image Segmentation of Coal Flotation Based on 
General Algorithm of Morphological Extended Maximum 
Transform 

The froth images of coal flotation were processed to 
extract internal markers by morphological extended 
maximum transform after pretreatment. Three different H 
values were chosen to compare watershed segmentation. 
The froth images of coal flotation, obtained internal 
markers after processing, external segment line and final 
results of watershed segmentation are shown in Fig.6, Fig.7, 
Fig.8, Fig.9, Fig.10, Fig.11, Fig.12, Fig.13, Fig.14, Fig.15. 

 
 
 
 
 

             
Fig.6 Flotation Froth Images after Pretreatment(1) H=10 

 

                
Fig.7 Inner Markers Images after H- maxima when H=10 

 

                  
Fig.8 External Segment Lines in the Original Images after H- maxima when H=10 
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Fig.9 Final Segmentation Results after H-maxima Algorithm when H=10(2) H=20 

                  
Fig.10  Inner Markers Images after H- maxima when H=20 

                     
Fig.11  External Segment Lines in the Original Images after H-maxima Algorithm when H=20 

 

 
Fig.12 Final Segmentation Results after H-maxima Algorithm when H=20 
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Fig.13 Inner Markers Images after H- maxima when H=30 
 

 
 

Fig.14 External Segment Lines in the Original Images after H-maxima Algorithm when H=30 
 
 

 
 

Fig.15 Final Segmentation Results after H-maxima Algorithm when H=30 

 

B.  Froth Image Segmentation of Coal Flotation Based on 
Improved Algorithm of fusion of PSO and WFCM 

A pair of optimal 2-D threshold was searched by particle 
swarm algorithm, and froth image of coal flotation was 
transformed to binary image. Then foreground area were 
extracted and internal markers were gotten through 
morphological erosion algorithm. Besides, local maximum 
areas of the flotation image after WFCM clustering were 
extracted by using the method of extracting local maximum 
and then internal markers were gotten through 

morphological erosion algorithm; two kinds of extracted 
markers are taken superposition algorithm as final markers. 
So, we can get distance image by distance transform for 
internal markers. Then watershed ridge line of marked 
image was extracted to get the external segment line of 
flotation froth image after watershed transform. After the 
improved algorithm processing, the obtained internal 
markers, external segment lines and final obtained 
watershed segmentation results are shown in Fig.16, Fig.17, 
Fig.18. 
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Fig.16 Inner Markers Images after Improved PSO Algorithm 

 

 
 

Fig.17 External Segment Lines in the Original Images after PSO Improved Algorithm 
 

                   
Fig.18 The Final Segmentation Results after PSO Improved Algorithm 

 

IV. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION 

 

    When the froth images are shot in the process of 
producing coal flotation, due to the setting of light source 
and influence of illumination reflection, the froth tops of 
images shot by industrial CCD camera usually appear light 
spots which are distributed uniformly on each bubble. So 
the internal markers of flotation images gained are basically 
correct based on morphological extended maximum 
transform algorithm. But because of the influences of 
illumination non-uniformity, refraction and reflection, the 
light spots on froths of smaller diameter or irregularity are 
difficult to distinguish from gray value of froth itself. 

Although the maximum and minimum depth parameter H 
can be controlled to regulate, there is no existed formula to 
follow for the designation of H. And H is different for 
different froth images. Only choose H through trial and 
error in practical application.  Inappropriate H can make 
internal markers distorted and froth image over-
segmentation or under-segmentation. But if Optimized 
threshold is used to segment image by PSO in which 2-D 
maximum entropy is regarded as fitness function, 2-D 
threshold vector is more scientific by optimization of 
particle swarm algorithm, and the gained binary image is 
more correct after the segmentation of 2-D threshold vector.  
This is because when the gray information of image pixel 
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point is considered, the pixel point and its neighboring 
spatial correlative information are also considered. So the 
gained internal markers on this basis are more reasonable. 
Meanwhile, because the flotation froth image is divided 
based on WFCM algorithm clustering, some darker light 
points on the froth totally stand out from the froth itself, 
while some other pseudo light points are wiped off by 
clustering owing to reflection function. Therefore, the 
improved extracting algorithm of internal markers for froth 
image of coal flotation, which is based on the fusion of PSO 
and WFCM clustering algorithm, correctly extracts internal 
markers of froth image. The gained external markers are 
truer after distance transform based watershed transform, so 
the result of the whole watershed segmentation is more 
accurate and it makes better effects of image segmentation 
to use improved algorithm, especially for the images of 
various SNR. 
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